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This paper is a continuation of the paper of the same title in the Proceedings 
of the Symposium on Nonlinear Problems, held at the Mathematical Research 
Center, U.S. Army, at the University of Wisconsin April 30 to May 2, 1962 
(University of Wisconsin Press, 1963, pp. 233-256). References to definitions, 
lemmas etc. always refer to that papers as do bibliographical references 
(numbers in brackets). The particular subject matter of the present paper is 
indicated in the title of the following Section 7. 

7. Localization and addition theorems. 

THEOREM 7.1. Let the scalar i = i(x) satisfy the assumptions (A)-(E) 
of Section 4. Let c be a critical level of i, and let a, b be two numbers such that 
a < c < 6 and such that c is the only critical level in the closed interval [a, b] 
whilei, is not empty.Let abe the critical setat level c. Then every open neighborhood 
U of D contains a neighborhood W of (T such that the critical group of dimension q 
at level c (see Dejinition 4.4) is isomorphic to the homology group of the same 
dimension of the couple ( W, W n ie). 

(See [6, Theorem 8.21 for the finite dimensional case). 
For the proof we need some lemmas. 

LEMMA 7.1. For any E with 0 < E < b - c the critical group of dimension q 
at the level c is isomorphic to 

fW,+, ,iJ. (7.1) 

PROOF. By Definition 4.4 and Theorem 4.2 the critical group in question 
is isomorphic to 

fW,+, , G). (7.2) 

Now by Lemma 5.6 the pair (i, , a Z ) is homotopically trivial, and since 
iC+E 1 i, r) ia the isomorphism of the groups (7.1), (7.2) follows from Lemma 
2.4. 
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LEMMA 7.2. (cz). There exists an open neighborhood Uz C S,., of o where 
S a.b is defined as in Lemma 4.8. 

(B). For 0 < t < T let A(x,, t) be the deformation defined in Definition 4.3, 
and for any set S C k’ let A,S denote the image of S under the map A(*, t). If 
then U is an open neighborhood of u there exists an open neighborhood li, C U 
of 0 such that 

A,& C U, O<t<T. (7.3) 

PROOF OF (a). The set r of all critical points of i in V is compact (Lemma 
4.3) and has no points in common with the boundary v of V (by assumption 
D). As a closed subset of r, the set (T has also these properties; moreover 0 
has no points in common with the closure SA,, of the complement SA,, of 
S a.b * Therefore the compact set a has a positive distance from VU ,!?A,, 

which proves the assertion (a). 

PROOF OF (8). By Definition 4.3 

4, t) = 5 for 5 E u. (7.4) 

Now A@,, , t) depends continuously on x,, uniformly in t (see e.g. [9, Lemma 
4.41). Therefore (7.4) implies the existence of a positive p = p(e) such that 
A(x, t) E U for 0 < t < T and for so in the ball I,([) of center 5 and radius p. 
Since cr is contained in the open set U we may, in addition, require p to be 
such that VP(f) C U. But the compactness of cr assures the existence of a finite 
number of points 6, ,..., E, in u such that u C u V,,(f,) C U where pz = ~(6~). 
Then U, = u I’,,CS,) satisfies the requirements of our assertion (8). 

LEMMA 7.3. Let U be an open neighborhood of u. Then there exist positive 
numbers E and e such that 

4x0 9 T) E U u i,-, for x0 E Lc . (7.5) 

PROOF. Let first E be any number satisfying 

O<<<b-c. (7.6) 

Now ic+ = S,,,,, u i, . If x0 E i, then (7.5) is true for any e satisfying 

O<e<c-a, (7.7) 

since i is not increasing under A (Lemma4.11). Let now x0 E S,,,,, , and let U, 
be as in the (/3)-part of Lemma 7.2. Then (7.5) is true for x0 E S,,,,, n U, . It 
remains to prove (7.5) for x0 E S,,,,, n iJ; where U; is the complement of U, . 
We note that by (7.6) 

S a,c+6 n u; c 3, where S=s,*,nu;. (7-g) 
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Now 
Snl-=@ (@ the empty set). (7.9) 

Indeed: (T n lJ; = @ since u E Vi. On the other hand (r - u) n S,,, = @ 
since c is the only critical level in [a, b]. Equation (7.9), together with the 
compactness of r and the closedness of 3, implies that these two sets have 
a positive distance. If we denote this distance by 3p then the p-neighborhood 
3, of 3 has a distance greater than p from r. Consequently if 111 is a constant 
satisfying 

&r > II&> II 
I PIT 

for x E v, (7.10) 

if p = PM, and if I’, is as defined in Lemma 4.5, then, noting that 9 C sP C r, 
we see from Lemma 4.6 that there exists a constant m such that 

II&) II > m > 0 for x E sp . (7.11) 

Let now x0 E 3. Then, because of (7.9), d(x, , t) is by its Definition 4.3 the 
solution x(t) of the problem dxjdt = - g(x), x(0) = x,, . From this and from 
(7.10) we see that 

Ilil(x,,t)-x,ll=~~jtg(x(r))d~~,~Mt~p for o<t+ 
0 

This shows that A(xo , t) E sP for the t-values indicated such that for these t, 
(7.11) holds with x = x(t) = d(x, , t). We see therefore from (4.15) that 

i(dx,, phi-l) = i(xo) - I,““-’ jJ g(x(T) !I2 d< < i(xo) - 2 . 

But, by (7.10), T > p/M, and since i(d(x, , t) is not increasing in t we see 
that 

@(x0, T) < i(xo) - $ for x0 E s. (7.12) 

Because of (7.8) this inequality holds for x0 E S,,,,, n Vi . For such x0, 
i(xo) < c + c. Therefore by (7.12) 

i(d(x,, T)) < c - (2 - c) . 

But this implies A(xo , t) E I, if we choose 

( 
2 

e = E = min b - c, c - a, - 
Y-- - 1 

This finishes the proof of (7.5). 
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LEMMA 7.4. In the notation of Lemma 7.3 the couples (ie+, , ic) and 

(A - riEtr, i, n A&+J are homotopically equivalent, and therefore (Lemma 2.2) 

PROOF. It is easily verified from the properties of the deformation 
A,(0 < t < T) that the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied with 

B = ic,, , --I = i, , D = 4Lc , C = i, n D. (7.14) 

PROOF OF THEOREM 7.1. Let E and e be as in Lemma 7.3. Using the 
notation of (7.14) we set 

IV = Lr n D, IV1 = U’ n D, (7.15) 

where CT’ is the complement of U. The proof consists in excising Wr from 
the couple (0, C). Obviously 

D - K; = W’. (7.16) 
We assert moreover that 

C - W; = i, A W. (7.17) 

Indeed we see from (7.5) and (7.14) that D C U u i,-, , and therefore from 
(7.15) 

Wl C U’ n (U U i,-,) = U’ r\ i,-, C i,-, C i, . (7.18) 

Thus W, = i n H and the left member of (7.17) may be written as 
i, n (D - WI\, and’(;.l7) now follows from (7.16). 

In order to apply the excision theorem for singular homology theory 
([3, VII, Theorem 9.11) we have to verify that in the relative topology of 
Dthe interior of C contains the closure of Wi. Now in thistopology C = i, n D 
is open since z, is (absolutely) open. Thus we have to prove E1 C C. But 
we see from (7.18) that rT1 C Z,-, C i, and therefore from (7.14), (7.15) 

ITI = ic n ITI = i, n (U’ n D) = i, n u’ n D C i, n D = C. 

We thus may apply the excision theorem which by (7.16), (7.17) yields the 
isomorphism H,(D, C) s II,(Fi’, c i n IV). Combining this with (7.13) we 
see (using (7.14)) that Hp(iefs , ie) * H&A’, z’, n W). By Lemma 7.1 this 
isomorphism proves Theorem 7.1. 

THEOREM 7.2. Let cr be as in Theorem 7.1. r-lssume u = a1 u uB , where u1 
and (T* have a positive distance from each other, and let U be an open neighborhood 
of (T. Then there exist disjoint neighborhoods WI of aj (J’ = 1,2) such that 
W’ = WI u W, C U and such that the qth critical group of i at level c is iso- 
morphic to the direct sum 

H,( Wl , i, n WI) + H,( W2 , i, n W,). (7.19) 
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PROOF. Since (T is compact and o1 and 0s have a positive distance it follows 
that CJ~ and (~a are compact. Therefore there exist open neighborhoods Ul and 
Lra of pi and os respectively with a positive distance from each other. Obvi- 
ously we may also require that these neighborhoods are subsets of U. Then 
their union is contained in U, and for the purpose of our proof it is no loss of 
generality to assume that U = U, u U, . Let now WC U be a neighborhood 
of (T which satisfies the assertions of Theorem 7.1, and let W, = IV f~ Uj . 
Then IV = W, u Ws , and by the direct sum theorem ([3; p. 331) the direct 
sum (7.19) is isomorphic to H,(W, t n 117). Theorem 7.2 now follows from 
Theorem 7.1. 

THEOREM 7.3. In addition to our previous assumptions let u consist of a 
finite number of distinct critical points q ,..., ol, . Then there exist (arbitrarily 
small) disjoint neighborhoods Zj of uj such that the qth critical group of i at 
level c is isomorphic to the direct sum of the groups 

H~(aj u zj 3 zj), j = l,...,p. (7.20) 

PROOF. By Theorem 5.2 our critical group is isomorphic to H,(a U i, , i,). 
We will prove that every open neighborhood U of u contains a neighborhood 
Z of 0 such that 

4~ u i, , 4) w H,(a u z, Z). (7.21) 

Let us show first that this assertion implies our theorem. For i = l,...,p, 
let Uj C U be disjoint open neighborhoods of crl . It is then no loss of gener- 
ality to assume that U = u~PU,. If now Z C U satisfies (7.21) and if 
Zi = Z r\ Uj such that Z = u,PZ, , then by the direct sum theorem the 
right member of (7.21) is isomorphic to the direct sum of the groups (7.20). 

Now the proof of (7.21) follows closely that of Theorem 7.1 if instead of 
(7.14) we introduce the notation 

B = v u i, , -4 = i, , D = A=B, C = i, n D. (7.22) 

Noting that 

we see that 
ATu = a, i, n o = @, A+, C i, , (7.23) 

C = A,A. (7.24) 

This together with (7.22) shows that the couple (D, C) is obtained from the 
couple (B, A) by the deformation A,. Therefore 

II&a u i, , iJ = H&B, A) M H,(D, C). (7.25) 
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If we define again W and W, by (7.15) we see that (7.16) and (7.17) hold. 
Consequently by excising WI we obtain from (2.25) 

H& u i , 4) M H,( W, i, n W). (7.26) 

We now set Z = U n ATic. We then see from (7.19, (7.22) and (7.23) that 
W = 0 u Z and i, n W = Z. Therefore (7.21) follows from (7.26). 


